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Disclaimer 
 
Baby Swim Splash take the upmost care and attention when conducting their classes. Your safety is paramount. 
However, there is also a duty of care for each parent and child you take or any other person/s wishing to participate in 
or spectate the lesson. 
 
Care and vigilance is required within the pool and surrounding areas as any body of water has obvious inherent risks 
including, and not limited to, drowning. 
 
Neither Baby Swim Splash, its employees’ nor teachers/instructors accept any responsibility for any death, injury or loss 
suffered nor damage to any part of the swimming pool or building in which the pool is located, or any adjoining lands, 
buildings or boundaries caused by you, your child or those in whose care you have placed your child, for the purpose 
of classes with or observing Baby Swim Splash sessions resulting from your conduct or conditions under your or their 
control, which amounts to contributory negligence whilst attending any of Baby Swim Splash sessions. 
 
All Baby Swim Splash teachers / instructors are STA or ASA qualified and have current CRB disclosures checks or DBS 
checks before they are able to teach. Customers accept that at times there will be physical contact between the teacher 
and their child, in a professional, caring manner. 

Swimming teachers are only responsible for the pupils during their swimming lessons and parents / guardians are 
responsible at all other times including trips to the toilet etc. throughout lessons. The swimming lesson will begin when 
the swimming teacher accepts charge of the pupil and ends when the lesson finishes. 

Baby Swim Splash and its teachers take no responsibility for anyone, in a parent and child class holding their child 
incorrectly or doing any activities, that they are not instructed to do by the teacher throughout the lesson. We also take 
no responsibility for the risks of submerging your child underwater which has obvious inherent risks including, and not 
limited to drowning. This is done entirely at the parents / guardians own risk. 

Baby Swim Splash and their teachers take no responsibility for any incident resulting from anything they cannot control 
including the facilities they use and everything in them, including the pool and the water. Full liability in such cases, is 
with the facility in which the lesson takes place. 

In the absence of any proven negligence, lack of due diligence or breach of duty by the teacher / instructor(s) Baby 
Swim Splash, the employees, the participation of you, your spouse / partner, child or those in whose care you have 
placed your child for the purpose of attending or observing Baby Swim Splash sessions is done so entirely at your own 
risk. 


